Invasive Breast Carcinoma Tumor Size on Core Needle Biopsy: Analysis of Practice Patterns and Effect on Final Pathologic Tumor Stage.
In the absence of nodal metastasis, pathologic tumor (pT) size remains one of the most important factors in adjuvant treatment decisions and patient prognosis in breast cancer. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of core needle biopsy (CNB) tumor size on final pT stage. Our information system was searched to identify all patients who underwent excisional procedures for invasive breast carcinoma from January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2015. The tumor size on CNB and final excision, the number of cases in which the CNB size was larger, and the percentage of cases in which using the CNB tumor size changed the final pT stage were recorded. From 1380 primary breast excisions/mastectomies, a total of 870 cases were included. In 82 (9.4%) the CNB tumor size was larger (63 of 82 cases) or no residual tumor was identified on excision (19 of 82 cases). From these 82 cases, 40 (48.7%) were properly staged on the basis of CNB tumor size, 16 (19.5%) were not staged, and 26 (31.7%) were staged using the final excision tumor size. Change in stage occurred in 7 of these 26 patients. Our study revealed that in most cases, the largest tumor size is found in the excision/mastectomy specimen. However, in 9.4% (82 of 870), the CNB contains the most accurate tumor size for pT staging. On the basis of our results, including the largest linear tumor extent on the CNB report is recommended.